Sun in Virgo/Moon in Virgo:
Sharpshooter
You have unrivaled abilities to remember facts and analyze data. Sporadically, you
remove that humble appearance and argue or express a viewpoint that is so logical,
clear, and precise that others do not even dare to disagree with you. Double Virgos
often unnerve individuals with their piercing stares. Their comprehension and insight
into other people is extremely accurate too. Practically nothing escapes your notice.
From the reserved librarian to the genius analyst and administrator, there are many
types of double Virgos, but they all share two qualities: you are far tougher than they
appear to others and they are quite insightful. Others can feel that core of resolve and
purpose through the timid, reserved, and kind person you are on the outside. There is
almost nothing you cannot do after you have made up your mind, because you are
flexible, systematic and vigorous. You have also an exceptionally gifted mental ability.
You aim criticism most harshly at yourself, but like most Virgos, you are inclined to
see faults and errors nearly everywhere and in everyone. Do not stunt your emotional
growth with self-criticism. Living up to the lofty standards you apply for yourself is
almost impossible. Instead of getting upset about your faults and endlessly placing
yourself under such scrutiny, learn to value your talents, strengths and virtues. It
would be wise to try to have a bit self-love at times. Your need to help and assist
others may attract you into social service areas such as the clergy, medicine or
political activism. Self-fulfillment and happiness are found in work, as with all Virgos. It
is critical that your career apply your unique talents. Leo Tolstoy and Lyndon Johnson
are good examples of natives of your combination. You are very flexible and always
accept advice and reason because both signs in your combination are mutable signs.
Using your mind and your strong determination will take you where you want to go.
You have a lot difficulty dealing with betrayal and deceit because you are basically
compassionate, kind and thoughtful. Your bravery and perseverance helps you to live
and prosper in a difficult world even with all your innocence. You think you can control
anything with your intellect and the application of your inner strength. Relative to a
profession, you have an aptitude in all areas that need thorough analysis, accuracy,
and exactness. A lot of double Virgos are fine academics, writers and journalists
because of their powerful intellects.

